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Learning Objectives
◺ Reflective practice
◺ What does conflict mean?

◺ The usual definition
◺ The reframe

◺ Definition of Conflict
◺ Causes of Conflict
◺ Conflict Management

◺ Conflict Done Poorly
◺ Conflict Done Well

◺ Conflict- Things you can do
◺ Conflict Styles

◺ Communication
◺ Verbal, Nonvberbal, and Vocal
◺ Communication Strategies
◺ Effective Communication
◺ Reflective Practice



Reflective Practice 

▸ What do you need to know in order for you to seize 
the opportunity that conflict will provide for you to 
facilitate change and growth for people?

 

What knowledge and skills do you need to help create 
environments where people can manage conflict 
successfully?



What Does Conflict Mean to You?

Type what words 
come to mind in 
the chat
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The Usual Interpretation

▸ Fear
▸ Anger
▸ Argumentative  
▸ Loud
▸ Fighting 
▸ Negative



The Reframe

▸ Opportunity
▸ Growth
▸ Resolution 
▸ Shared Understanding 
▸ Strengthened Relationships
▸ WIN-WIN



Bronfenbrenner’s Ecological Model



Definition of Conflict

Where at least one person has an unmet 
need; and they perceive another person is 
opposing their attempts or competing with 
them to meet that need. Also, it appears that 
meeting this need is incompatible with the 
other person’s ideas, interests, or needs.



Causes of Conflict

Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs



“

”

Conflict is the beginning of consciousness. 
It awakens us to the need for change. Once 

we recognise the need, it is up to us to 
respond in a way that is as creative and 

constructive as possible, irrespective of the 
responses of others.

Mary Esther Harding



Breakout

▸ What are your personal experiences of conflict?

▸ What are your emotional responses to conflict?

▸ Have you had a positive experience as a result of 
conflict?



Conflict Management 
▸ Conflict: A pejorative term or an opportunity for 

change?

▸ Embrace different ways and opportunities to support 
people in discovering new understandings – even 
when it might be uncomfortable 

▸ Tension, conflict, and difference(s) can help identify 
areas for growth at the individual, group and system 
level



Conflict Done Poorly...
▸ Threats to our internal 

emotional self
▹ Humiliation
▹ Disconnection
▹ Fear
▹ Injustice
▹ Embarrassment 

▸ Triggers...

▹ Internal conflict &  
primitive defense 
response...

▹ Fight, flight, or freeze



Instead

▸ Trigger a different, equally 
evolutionary, human 
response: 

▸ Compassion and Empathy 
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Conflict Done Well...
◺ People feel..

◺ valued
◺ connected
◺ trusted
◺ productive
◺ heard 
◺ self-worth
◺ pride

◺ accomplished
◺ cared for
◺ understood 

◺ Through triggering the compassionate and 
empathic sides of our human

◺ Successful conflict resolution begets 
successful conflict resolution 



Things You Can Do...
▸ Provide an opportunity for growth and new shared understandings  

▹ Use approaches that build relationships (E.g., Restorative Approaches)
■ Have the intent to preserve or enhance relationships

▹ Provide space for compassion and empathy 
▹ Model healthy problem solving skills, and build “theory of mind” 
▹ Invite cooperation and an internal locus of control
▹ Communicate to enhance feelings of connection

■ Feeling detached = nothing to lose = anti social behaviour 
▹ Walk alongside people

▸ New internal dialogue = better understanding of others = change in 
future response 



Things You Can Do... 
▸ We follow behavioural expectations and norms because we care about 

other people, our selves, and our connections to people.
▹ Build Relationships,  as they ground us and are the vehicle in which we 

learn to govern ourselves
▹ Check our self dialogue as it dictates how we behave, the decisions we 

make and the rules we follow
▹ Empower people to solve problems and take responsibility

▸ Know your Emotional Responses and your Conflict Style





Conflict Styles



Breakout

▸ How has your conflict style influenced your experience 
of past conflicts?

▸ Which style do you use in which situations?



Definition of Communication

▸ The act of developing meaning among groups 
through the use of mutually understood signs, 
symbols, and conventions
▹ Verbal
▹ Vocal
▹ Nonverbal



Communication

▸ Increasing and understanding communication skills is 
key to resolving conflict well and using conflict as an 
opportunity for growth



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-4EDhdAHrOg


Verbal
■ Consider the following…

◺ ASD and idioms

◺ Use their name

◺ Use accurate and direct names for 
feelings - especially anger

◺ Side/cross talk- use to reinforce or 
change behaviour

◺ Use simple language

◺ What you say

◺ Complexity of language



Nonverbal

Consider the following…
◺ Body language

◺ Appearance

◺ Eye contact

◺ Facial expressions

◺ Size in relation to the other person

◺ Gender expression/perception

◺ Professional status

◺ History with the person

■ Scents or odors

■ Number of people who are 
interacting

■ Personal space

■ Touch



Vocal
■ Consider the following...
■ Paralanguage

■ Tone

■ Tone of voice implies intent- movie music

■ People process the words used AFTER they process the tone of voice

■ Pitch

■ Breath

■ Speed

■ Volume



Tone

I didn’t say they stole my money

I didn’t say they stole my money

I didn’t say they stole my money

I didn’t say they stole my money

I didn’t say they stole my money



Communication Strategies

▸ I statements
▸ Seek to understand

▹ Authentic and curious communication
▸ Reflective Listening
▸ Focus on emotional THEN cognitive components

▸ Invite cooperation



Active Listening

1. Approach each dialogue with the goal to learn something.
2. Stop talking and focus closely on the speaker.
3. Open and guide the conversation.
4. Drill down to the details.
5. Summarize what you hear and ask questions to check your 

understanding.
6. Encourage with positive feedback.
7. Listen for total meaning.
8. Pay attention to your responses.



Dr Burns- Secrets of Effective Communication

▸ Disarming
▹ Agree with essential reality of client’s opinion.

▸ Empathy
■ Thought empathy (paraphrase ALL content)
■ Feeling empathy (acknowledge/guess feelings)

▸ Inquiry
▹ Ask how the client has been experiencing this issue. There’s some (tension) 

between us, I respect you for bringing it up. How have you been experiencing this 
(tension)
■ I feel statements

▸ Stroking
▹ Say positive things about people. “What you said is really important”



“You know, you’re right. You are saying that 
you feel (PARAPHRASE) and (PARAPHRASE). I 
can guess that you are also feeling (ANGRY), 
(FEELING). I have been feeling the same way. 
Thank you for bringing this up. This is 
important, tell me more about how you have 
been experiencing this (ISSUE).”



Breakout Group

In groups practice using the language on the previous 
slide



● Understand the Fundamental Attribution Error
● Try to avoid personal biases



Conflict and Communication

▸ Reframe conflict to see the opportunity to increase 
understanding and strengthen relationships

▸ Effective communication is a superpower

Conflict done well can lead to amazing outcomes

▸ Affirm your emotions and choose your behaviours



Reflective Practice is Essential

▸ What beliefs, attitudes, experiences, and biases do you 
hold? 

▸ What is the influence of others on your thoughts, feelings 
and behaviours? 

▸ Is there pressure for you to act or respond in a certain 
way?

▸ Are you operating in a humanistic collaborative and 
person-centred framework?

Reflecting on thoughts, feelings, and behaviours at 
work and life is a key to success in both 



Thank you
Please complete the quiz link in the chat
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